Cecil B. DeMille and The Crusades’ Lionheart: An examination of King Richard I’s depiction in The Crusades (1935) and its effects on the public’s perception of him

Abstract: Much scholarly work has been done on Cecil B. DeMille and his movies in general, but not much has been done on DeMille’s The Crusades (1935) specifically. This is especially the case with the film’s depiction of King Richard I of England. DeMille developed his own depiction of Richard through his religious upbringings and Harold Lamb’s book The Flame of Islam. DeMille depicts Richard as a masculine, self-centered warrior king, who most importantly to DeMille, changes his ways and finds his faith in God while on the Crusades. Despite DeMille’s influence and directing, this depiction did not fully translate to audiences at the time of the film’s release.

King Richard I of England (1157-1199), or as he is more commonly known, Richard the Lionheart, is one of the most famous kings in English history, and as a result is frequently depicted in films. However, depictions of Richard have varied widely. Richard’s depiction in The Crusades (1935) by legendary director Cecil B. DeMille, is a case in point. The film’s depiction of King Richard as a crusader is a product of DeMille’s personal religious and historical beliefs. These beliefs prompted the director to portray Richard as a strong masculine warrior-king, who at first is self-centered and has a mistrust of religion, but most importantly, while on crusade learns to love others and have faith in God. Despite DeMille being influential, and DeMille’s powerful direction, his depiction of Richard in the film was not perceived by audiences in the way he had intended.

The Crusades generated quite a lot of buzz at the time of its release due to the fact that it was a Cecil B. DeMille film, and featured well-known stars of the time, such as Henry Wilcoxon and DeMille’s own daughter, Katherine DeMille. There was so much anticipation of the film that advertisements and fashion articles were produced hawking metal mesh fashions and jewelry “directly inspired” by the film, The Crusades.¹ The film cost over 1.3 million dollars to make, but grossed almost 1.5 million making it a financial success.² The Crusades does not focus specifically on one crusade, but instead compiles or “telescopes the seven historic Holy Land campaigns, which occurred between 1096 and 1291.”³ DeMille explained why he chose to combine multiple Crusades together in the film by saying, “we chose the year 1187 as the focal point for our story, but did not hesitate to bring in elements from other crusades before or after that exact time.”⁴
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The Crusades starts out with Muslim warriors destroying Christian landmarks in Jerusalem and selling Christian women into slavery. A Christian hermit is in Jerusalem witnessing these atrocities and in front of Saladin vows to bring the army of God to liberate Jerusalem. The film then cuts to King Richard I having fun with his men in a field. Richard proceeds to chase his minstrel to the blacksmith where he sees the blacksmith forging his new sword and the king starts working on it himself. Soon after, a messenger arrives to tell Richard that King Phillip of France (1165-1223) has arrived with his sister, Alice, to inform Richard of the French king’s decision to take the cross and go on crusade. Richard is not pleased that Phillip has arrived and even less so when he sees that Phillip brought along his sister, to whom Richard is betrothed. The hermit from the opening scene then arrives in the city to recruit for the crusades, and Richard sees a way out of his betrothal. He declares he is taking the cross, and therefore nullifies his betrothal to Alice, who also decides to take the cross in order to follow Richard.

On the way to the ships in southern Europe that will take the crusaders to the Holy Land, Richard agrees to a deal with the ruler of Navarre. In exchange for food for the journey to Acre, Richard will marry the ruler’s daughter Berengeria. The latter is reluctant to love Richard because she observed him beating one of his men for accidentally whipping his horse. This reluctance only increases after he sends his sword, to their wedding ceremony as his proxy because he did not want to be bothered with attending. On his way to the docks to leave for Acre, Richard finally sees how beautiful Berengeria is and from then on they begin to fall in love and Richard begins to change his ways.

Richard and the entirety of the crusader armies (including Phillip of France) sail to Acre where the audience is first introduced to the Muslim ruler, Saladin at a meeting with all the crusader leaders. At this meeting Saladin sees Berengeria and falls for her. During the siege of Acre Richard finds out that his brother John has declared himself King of England and Alice of France will wed whoever claims himself king of England. Phillip of France tells Richard that he must choose between two options: He can stay with Berengeria, but France will withdraw from the crusade, or he can marry Alice and France will support Richard as King of England. Richard takes a stand and crowns Berengeria queen of England, daring anyone to challenge his legitimacy as king. This causes an argument that the hermit finally stops by reminding them of their religious duty. That night during the Siege of Acre, Berengaria is captured by Saladin after she walks out into no-man’s land trying to commit suicide due to her feeling of guilt over causing the controversy of who should be king of England. After capturing Acre in grand fashion, Richard is determined to rescue Berengaria from Saladin and sets out with his men for Jerusalem. While with Saladin, Berengeria overhears one of Richard’s political enemies tell Saladin of his plan to assassinate her husband. Berengeria agrees to be Saladin’s wife if Saladin rescues Richard from the assassins. Once rescued, Richard meets with Saladin and strikes a deal with him that opens Jerusalem to pilgrims of both faiths. Richard assumes he lost his love Berengeria, and finally prays to God outside Jerusalem begging to see her once again. The next day when he is sitting outside the gates of Jerusalem he sees that Saladin had let Berengaria go and the pair embrace.

As alluded to earlier, Cecil B. DeMille is one of the most legendary film directors ever and his impact is still felt in Hollywood today. Film historian Robert Birchard asserts that no other director in Hollywood from 1914-1959, had as much power or had “box-office success [as] staggering” as DeMille.5 Throughout his career, DeMille directed seventy motion pictures and in
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1952 won the Academy Award for Best Picture for *The Greatest Show on Earth.* His most well-known films include the Hollywood classic *Cleopatra,* and the epic *The Ten Commandments,* which stars Charlton Heston, and is shown every year on television in the United States around the time of Passover/Easter. DeMille started directing during the silent movie era, successfully transitioned into talking movies, and then directed large colorful epics until he died. He also helped found the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, which later became the film company known today as Paramount Pictures. Ephraim Katz writes in his book *The Film Encyclopedia* that DeMille is seen as the man responsible for making Hollywood the world’s most important film production center.

As one of the great directors during the beginning of the film industry, DeMille’s impact has reached all the way up to present day film makers such as Ridley Scott. Some film historians assert that one of the major influences for Ridley Scott’s crusades movie, *Kingdom of Heaven* (2005), was *The Crusades.*

In particular, Nickolas Haydock believes that Cecil B. DeMille used *The Crusades* as a platform to show that diplomacy and peaceful negotiations can work, just as they did in the case of Saladin and Richard, and that this belief was part of the reason why Ridley Scott was directly influenced by DeMille’s *Crusades.* He bolsters his argument by discussing the similarities in the depiction of Richard I in DeMille’s film and the main character in Scott’s *Kingdom of Heaven.* Haydock asserts that by depicting Richard as forging his own sword at the beginning of the film, DeMille is trying to connect with the American image of a hard-working self-made man, which Scott copied with his main character in *Kingdom of Heaven,* a blacksmith named Balian. He continues on by stating that in *The Crusades,* Richard was unwilling to go, felt his place was back home, and did not believe in fighting god’s war, much like Balian in *Kingdom of Heaven.* Finally, he argues that Richard was depicted as having to struggle through pain and war to find God, just like Scott’s main character. The parallels between the two films show the impact that *The Crusades* has had on cinema up to this day. Also, many of the interpretations by Haydock of Richard’s depiction in *The Crusades* are similar to what DeMille intended Richard to be depicted as, but Haydock is incorrect in thinking DeMille’s main goal was to depict Richard as an example of diplomacy because the director’s main aim was to show Richard as a man redeemed by his faith in God.

Today, most people think of Richard as the king who is absent from England during the tales of Robin Hood. Contrary to the popular focus on Richard’s role in Robin Hood, historians tend to focus on Richard’s role in the Third Crusade. In 1200, the poet Ambroise wrote an epic focusing on Richard’s grand chivalric deeds in the crusades called *Estoir de la guerre sainte.* Over time though, writings and opinions of Richard in the Crusades changed. In the early seventeenth century, Samuel Daniel wrote that Richard pursued an expensive war in a far off
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country when England was trying to focus on staying out of “continental entanglements” and thus caused widespread hardship across England.15 Daniel’s perception of Richard as a self-centered ruler is very similar to DeMille’s and reflects the shift in thinking that occurred between when Ambroise wrote his epic about the chivalry of Richard, and when Daniel wrote his criticism of the king. Daniel’s negative views became more of the general consensus until another shift occurred in the nineteenth century.16 Writings and depictions of Richard in the nineteenth century begin to reflect growing nationalism in England. Richard’s stories served as examples of national pride for the English and forced “the crusades into national histories and consciousness” during a time of rising colonialism.17 It is important to keep these depictions in mind as we examine scholars’ interpretations of and writings about The Crusades.

There has been scholarly work done on many of Cecil B. DeMille’s films, and on DeMille himself, but not much covering The Crusades and almost none on the depiction of Richard in the film. When scholars do write about the film, they typically write about its orientalist elements. Laura A. Finke and Martin B. Shichtman discuss how the film is one of the earliest movies to play out the orientalist belief that the Crusades were a “clash of civilizations.”18 It is common in film and media to promote this orientalist belief by setting two chivalrous heroes, such as Richard and Saladin, against each other, while they are surrounded by violence and moral depravity, which was done in DeMille’s movie.19 Finke and Shichtman conclude by explaining that the orientalism is especially exemplified by background schemes and scenery.20 The evidence they use to support this claim is the depiction of a harem in the background of The Crusades.21

Unlike Haydock, Finke and Shichtman, Lorraine Kochanske Stock specifically examines the depiction of Richard I, in The Crusades, and frames the examination around an exchange in the film in which Alice of France looks at her brother, Phillip of France, after observing Richard in his hall, and says, “He is not an ardent suitor, is he brother?” Stock argues that historians have debated whether Richard was homosexual or not, and that DeMille represented him as homosexual or at least sexually ambiguous throughout the movie. She states that in the first part of the movie, DeMille chooses to paint Richard as a man who is trying to escape any commitment to women because he finds them abhorrent, and that is why he embarks on the Crusade.22 Stock continues her argument by claiming that DeMille “hetero-normalized” Richard, by giving greater significance and romance in the movie to his marriage to Berengaria than existed in real life.23 This allows the director to hide his depiction of Richard I as homosexual or sexually ambiguous, and accentuate the debate to whether King Richard I was homosexual or not.24 Stock claims DeMille received the idea for depicting Richard in this hetero-normal way from the 1922 film Robin Hood, by Alan Dwan and Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe, in which Richard
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is depicted as the ideal crusader knight and a “robust man’s man.”\textsuperscript{25} To conclude her argument she discusses the perceptions of Richard among the viewers (and specifically her colleague Warren) of \textit{The Crusades}. She writes:

“No the first half of \textit{The Crusades}, Richard is definitely not an ‘ardent suitor is he?’ Later in the film, the director creates a fantasy about a romantic attraction between Richard and his historical wife. However, the film’s fictive Berengaria (as well, perhaps, as the actual woman) remains a bride, never achieving the status of sexually experienced wife, leaving any determination about Richard’s possible homosexuality up to the interpretation of moviegoers like Warren, who read the cinematic signs and ‘know he was gay.’”\textsuperscript{26}

Stock is assuming that due to subtle signs in the film and viewers’ knowledge it is obvious that DeMille chose to present Richard I as sexually ambiguous or homosexual and the viewer will instinctively catch onto that. Aside from her assumption that Richard is depicted as a “manly-man”, Stock is wrong about how and why DeMille depicted Richard in \textit{The Crusades} and is incorrect about how the viewer perceived Richard after watching the film.

In order to fully understand why DeMille depicted Richard in the way he did, one must examine the main influences on DeMille including his religious upbringing, and his main historical source for the film.

DeMille grew up with a strong Christian influence from his father. His father was an Episcopalian clergyman and a college professor at Columbia University.\textsuperscript{27} His father instilled in him a love for theater due to the fact that he was also a playwright before he passed away.\textsuperscript{28} In addition, his mother helped run a theater company after his father’s death.\textsuperscript{29} As a result of his family’s work, DeMille became very interested in the entertainment industry and enrolled in New York’s Academy of Dramatic Arts at a young age.\textsuperscript{30} There he undoubtedly learned the power of media and realized that he could use it to show the world different opinions. If one looks at DeMille’s work, it is easy to see that he explored quite a few biblical or religious themes. DeMille made \textit{The Ten Commandments} (1923), \textit{The King of Kings} (1927), \textit{The Sign of the Cross} (1932), \textit{The Crusades} (1935), \textit{Samson and Delilah} (1949), and \textit{The Ten Commandments} (1956).\textsuperscript{31} In fact, his obituary in the \textit{Los Angeles Times}, credits him with inventing the biblical epic as a film genre.\textsuperscript{32} This was not a mere coincidence. When DeMille was asked about why he made such religious films, he said that it was because of his religious upbringing and that “biblical characters were [my] heroes just as cowboys and supermen are for many children of today.”\textsuperscript{33} The famous evangelist Billy Graham said that DeMille was “a prophet in celluloid that has had the privilege of bringing the word of God to more people throughout the world, than any other man.”\textsuperscript{34} DeMille believed he was helping people and used his education in
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theater to spread the word of God just as Billy Graham said he did, as seen by this excerpt from DeMille’s speech at *The Ten Commandments* premiere:

“Those who see it shall come from the theater not only entertained and filled with the sight of big spectacle, but filled with the spirit of truth. That it will bring to its audience a better understanding of the real meaning of this pattern of life that God has set down for us to follow.”

DeMille goes on to speak of how Moses is the audience and is every man because he struggles with despair and hardship, but through that earns redemption and finds his faith. This is very similar to what he says about Richard I in a meeting with the production studio before making *The Crusades*:

He said to the studio representative that Richard I “is the audience,” and that it is necessary to show “his acquirement of God and spiritual understanding.”

It is possible that because in his youth, DeMille saw biblical characters as his heroes, he saw Richard I in the vein of a biblical character and as a defender of Christianity. Therefore DeMille saw Richard as a hero from whom people could learn about God, like he did with biblical heroes as a child.

The beginning and end of the movie show the change in Richard that DeMille said was so critical for the audience. In the beginning of the film, when Phillip of France is waiting for Richard, Richard’s brother John says he is ashamed that Richard does not believe in God and that it is an open scandal in the kingdom. Directly after this, Richard arrives in the hall to meet his guests and Phillip tells him of a “miracle” occurring in which multiple rulers, including himself, are joining the Crusade. Richard scoffs at this and replies, “let them go, I have no love for monks and shaved pates.”

When the hermit arrives from the Holy Land to preach about the Crusade, Richard is uninterested until the hermit declares that all other oaths are nullified when a man takes the Crusade. Richard looks at his minstrel and excitedly declares “I see the way out” and takes the cross in order to avoid his betrothal to Alice. The hermit tells Richard after he takes his oath of the crusades that Richard can lie to him, but not God and that “the cross will humble you and will burn into your heart until your pride is in the dust.”

Richard reflects on this warning from the hermit at the end of the movie. This sequence of events establishes Richard to the audience as a man who does not believe in God and rather than being motivated by faith, only takes himself and his countrymen on a crusade to escape a betrothal. This also shows how Richard is depicted as self-centered, which is very similar to what Daniel wrote. Richard is so self-centered that he will take the country’s army on crusade in order to avoid his own personal commitment.

The end of the movie shows just how much Richard’s faith changes. As mentioned earlier, Richard is rescued by Saladin and meets with him in Saladin’s tent. At this meeting Saladin agrees to let Christian pilgrims into Jerusalem, as long as Richard never sets foot in the city. Richard agrees to this in order to stop the bloodshed that a continued war will cause, and
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tells Berengeria to take his sword to the holy city as he had vowed to do in order to prove his love. After Richard leaves he leans beneath a tree and prays to God saying among other things: “Oh God, I was blind and now I see. I know now that you really are here. I have come through blood to your Holy City. Have pity on the fool that I am. The holy man was right, your cross has burned deep into my heart.” This quotation shows the “acquirement of God and spiritual understanding” that DeMille cared so much about showing the audience. It also shows how Richard has learned to care for someone else because he is determined to keep the vow he made to Berengeria, to take his sword into Jerusalem, and didn’t want to cause more people to die in a continued war.

Religion, was not the only thing that helped shape DeMille’s depiction of Richard in The Crusades.

DeMille wrote in an article about making The Crusades that when making a historical film the greatest amount of time is spent looking at historical documents. In this case, Harold Lamb’s two part Crusades history Iron Men and Saints, and The Flame of Islam influenced DeMille more than any other. Lamb was the screenwriter for The Crusades and according to Richard Birchard’s biography of DeMille, Lamb’s history of the Crusades was what inspired the film in the first place.

The depiction of Richard as a masculine warrior king is one of the most important elements derived from Lamb’s book. At the first appearance of Richard in The Flame of Islam, Lamb describes Richard’s personality quite thoroughly. Lamb begins by saying that Richard “found satisfaction in the bravery of a tournament.” As written earlier, the first appearance of Richard in the film is of him having fun with his men. What Richard was doing with his men was practicing jousting and tournament games which is what Lamb says Richard “found satisfaction in.” Lamb states that Richard was never more content than when he wielded a sword and lance. After Richard finishes his jousting practice in the film, he chases his minstrel to the blacksmith’s where he finds the blacksmith making a new sword for him. After playfully fist fighting the blacksmith he begins forging the sword himself. While forging the sword, Richard’s messenger comes to him to tell him Phillip has arrived and they begin discussing Richard’s beliefs. Richard says that he only believes in what he knows and he says proudly with a smirk that he knows the feeling of a lance in his hand, has seen men fall before him, thus showing Richard’s comfort with war. Lamb ends his description of Richard’s character by stating that Richard “cared not a jot for statecraft,” but would rather be out at war. In that same meeting with his messenger mentioned before, Richard shows reluctance to use negotiation or diplomacy by telling his messenger that he would rather fight and plans to cut his way across France with his new sword. Following that, Richard meets with Phillip. Throughout his entire meeting with Phillip, Richard avoids any questions about his betrothal, any music about it by his minstrel, and
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when Richard is asked about a deal between France and England he immediately dodges the question and goes to see the hermit in the middle of the castle grounds. Richard is quite clearly depicted as preferring to have fun by practicing jousting, enjoys when he is at war, and would rather avoid statecraft, just like in Lamb’s history of the Crusades.

Lamb spends quite some time on Richard’s role in the siege of Acre and the fighting that continued after. DeMille does the same in *The Crusades* and it is quite clear that DeMille based Richard’s role in battle off of Lamb’s writings. Lamb writes that Richard was ill during the siege at Acre, but he was still very active in the battle’s command. According to Lamb, Richard could barely contain himself from leading his men. Lamb contends that Richard was waiting for the siege engines and once they arrived they were immediately sent into the fight. In DeMille’s film Richard is seen helping with the siege machines before battle breaks out and then after fighting breaks out, he leads them into the battle. Although in Lamb’s book Richard wasn’t personally leading the engines into battle like he was in the film, he still commands from his sickbed inspiring his men to tear down a tower in the fortress of Acre and he even shoots his crossbow at his enemy from his sickbed. In *The Crusades*, after the siege tower reaches the wall, Richard leads his men out by hacking his way through Muslim soldiers. After Acre is captured in the film, Richard sets off on his search for Berengeria and leads a small group of his men on horseback into Muslim cavalry. Although according to Lamb he wasn’t able to physically be at the front of his men during the battle of Acre, he was able to do so at the battle of Jaffa, and even rode his horse through Saladin’s lines with a small group of men. Lamb writes that Richard took a horse, charged forward with a dozen other men, broke a Muslim cavalry charge “his great sword swinging over his head” and then dismembered and beheaded his opponents, causing a retreat by Saladin’s forces. In the film when Richard storms the walls of Acre, he comes through the siege tower swinging his sword above his head and men start backing away, in a similar fashion to Lamb’s writings. Later on, Richard is faced with a charging Muslim cavalry, and takes the lead and charges into the bulk of the Muslim cavalry and defeats them, just like in Lamb’s book. It is possible that DeMille took the account of the one battle in Lamb’s book and decided to spread out that battle’s heroics between all the fighting in *The Crusades*. This would be advantageous for DeMille because it is much more interesting and helps the audience become fixated with Richard. By becoming fixated with Richard, the audience will only move closer to one of DeMille’s goals of having the audience realize the power of God through Richard’s redemption.

Despite all the effort DeMille put into depicting Richard as the masculine, self-centered, warrior-king, who finds God and love while on the Crusades, the audience did not perceive Richard that way. The only way to see how the audience perceived the film at the time it was released, is by looking at the film critics’ reviews. The critics who reviewed the movie when it was released focused on mainly two to three things about Richard. They focused on the fact that he went on a crusade to escape marriage, that his love story with Berengeria was a beautiful one, and that he was a great leader. In fact, even the actor who played King Richard I, Henry Wilcoxon, seemed to focus on the glory of Richard and how gratifying it would be to serve with
him. Wilcoxon said in an interview that if the Crusades were to have happened in his time, that he would want to be right next to Richard “to drive Saladin out of the Holy Land with mace and long-sword.” A reviewer of the film in *Photoplay* magazine wrote that Richard is “forthright and forceful,” that Richard takes the crusade to avoid marriage with Alice, and that Richard and Berengeria fall in love with each other despite both being reluctant. Another reviewer from *Motion Picture Magazine* writes that the Crusades were a time where men “lived and died by the sword,” “there was bloodshed and bravery,” and this was brought to life by DeMille and by “the dynamic English King Richard.” In a lengthy article about the making of *The Crusades*, a critic writes that when the hermit arrived at Richard’s residence, Richard learned of the atrocities in Jerusalem and realized that he could “escape diplomatically” from his marriage to Alice of France. He continues on by saying that at Acre, Richard charged his way through the lines while arrows were raining down and fireballs were being launched at the walls of Acre.

As shown by these reviews, one of the perceptions among the viewers was the fact that Richard’s motivation to go on the Crusade was a purely self-centered one in which he wanted to get out of an arranged marriage with Alice of France. This is part of the depiction of Richard that DeMille tried to present to the audience, but it loses its effect when the viewers don’t perceive the change from a self-centered ruler to one who finds love and faith in God while on crusade. The viewers also perceived that Richard and Berengeria were reluctant to marry each other, despite this not being one of DeMille’s main points in his depiction of Richard. Finally, viewers did tend to pick up on another part of DeMille’s intended depiction of Richard that he was a masculine, warrior-king. Almost every reviewer discussed the glory, or bravery of Richard and even the actor portraying Richard discussed it. Somehow despite DeMille’s popularity and influence, he was not able to have his extremely important spiritual conversion of Richard be perceived by the audience. This inability to create his intended perception among his audience could be a combination of many different factors at the time of the film’s release. Possibly the religious landscape of the country, or events transpiring in the world, but this question is best suited for another paper entirely. The fact remains that despite DeMille’s best efforts, his unique depiction of Richard during the Crusades did not create the perception of Richard among viewers that DeMille had intended.

DeMille’s depiction of King Richard as a Crusader was definitely a product of DeMille’s personal beliefs on religion and the history books he used as the basis for his film. These beliefs and sources are what caused DeMille to portray Richard as a strong masculine warrior-king, who at first is self-centered and has a mistrust in religion, but while on crusade learns to love others and have faith in God. Despite DeMille’s attempts and influence, the depiction of Richard he put on screen in *The Crusades* did not result in creating the perception of Richard among the viewers at the time of the film’s release that DeMille had intended. The intended depiction of Richard by DeMille and the actual perception of Richard by the film’s audience is different than what some scholars believed it would be. As mentioned earlier, many historians have asserted that DeMille was extremely influential, but as seen through the reviews at the time *The Crusades* was released, his influence did not reach the audience.
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Appendix A: Advertisements and Articles for The Crusades inspired fashion

Photo A1: Advertisement from October 1935 edition of Motion Picture magazine.

Whiting & Davis Company, Advertisement, Motion Picture, October, 1935, 65.
Appendix A continued

Photo A2: Article from October 1935 edition of *Photoplay*.
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